The importance of non-invasive genetic analysis in the initial diagnostics of Alport syndrome in young patients.
Alport syndrome is an important hereditary disorder characterized by nephritis and sometimes accompanied by impairment or loss of vision and hearing. The most common form of Alport syndrome is an X-linked dominant trait that has been associated with the gene COL4A5, one of the six types of IV collagen genes. More than 300 different mutations have been identified in the COL4A5 gene, and appear randomly along the whole gene. Three novel mutations, G198E, G3189D and G669R, were found in 5 young patients from 3 different Slovenian families. On the basis of the results of our study and the existing national register of Alport syndrome patients, we demonstrated that non-invasive methods, such as the genetic analysis of collagen genes, particularly in the case of young patients with undefined clinical features, may be of great importance and could diminish the need for invasive skin and renal biopsy. Our study showed the importance of molecular genetic data for the purpose of providing quick and precise diagnoses for affected family members and their offspring, particularly small children.